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We study light, thermal neutralino dark matter in the sub-GeV to ∼ 65 GeV mass range in the Minimal
Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM). We consider realizations of the limit of alignment
without decoupling in the Higgs sector where the heavier CP-even Higgs impersonates the observed Higgs
state at 125 GeV, while the lighter CP-even Higgs is the mediator of dark matter annihilation. We single out
three distinct and novel possibilities for light dark matter: (i) a neutralino with mass around half the light Higgs
mass, in the sub-GeV to ∼ 30 GeV mass range; (ii) a neutralino with a mass around half the pseudoscalar
Higgs boson mass, in our examples around (60 − 65) GeV; (iii) a very light neutralino with mass around the
light Higgs mass, pair-annihilating to Higgs pairs. We discuss the implications of all these possibilities for
indirect and direct dark matter detection experiments, and we demonstrate that all scenarios will be tested by
next generation direct detection experiments. We also emphasize that the unique Higgs phenomenology of this
setup warrants a dedicated search program at the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Softly-broken electroweak-scale supersymmetry has long
been considered a compelling solution to both the hierar-
chy and the dark matter problems [1–3]. Null results from
searches for supersymmetric particles as well as the discov-
ery of a Standard Model (SM) Higgs-like scalar state with a
mass around 125 GeV [4, 5] at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) have excluded a number of possible incarnations of
low-energy supersymmetry, and have greatly constrained the
range of realizations for supersymmetric dark matter. In par-
ticular, within the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model (MSSM) [6–8], it has been argued [9–12]
that thermal neutralino dark matter lighter than 30 GeV is
no longer a possibility, given the Higgs mass measurements,
constraints from the invisible decay modes of the Z boson,
and mass limits for charged supersymmetric particles from the
Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP).
The Higgs sector of the CP-conserving MSSM consists of
two Higgs doublets, Hu and Hd, that give rise to five physical
Higgs states after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB):
two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons, h and H (where h is
lighter than H by definition), one CP-odd neutral Higgs bo-
son, A, and one charged Higgs state (and its conjugate), H±.
At tree-level, the MSSM Higgs sector can be described by
only two parameters, often chosen to be the CP-odd Higgs
mass, MA (or alternatively the charged Higgs mass, MH± ),
and tanβ ≡ vd/vu, where vu,d are the vacuum expectation
values of the neutral, real components of Hu,d.
In order to be consistent with LHC data [4, 5], the MSSM
must yield a mass value of∼ 125 GeV for one of the CP-even
MSSM Higgs bosons, and signal rates close enough to those
predicted for the SM Higgs boson. Such a SM-like Higgs bo-
son can be obtained in two different ways:
(i) the light CP-even Higgs boson h obtains SM-like cou-
plings in the decoupling limit, where the remaining Higgs
states are rather heavy (m & 300 GeV) [13–16];
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(ii) the light Higgs boson h or the heavy Higgs bosonH ob-
tains SM-like couplings in the limit of alignment without de-
coupling [17–19], obtained for rather specific parameter space
choices (see below).
Ref. [20] recently demonstrated that both scenarios are vi-
able in light of the combined constraints from Higgs mass
and rate measurements, LHC searches for non-SM-like Higgs
bosons and supersymmetric particles as well as low energy
observables including the rare B decays b → sγ, Bs →
µ+µ− and Bu → τν (see also Refs. [21–29] and [21, 30–35]
for related studies of h or H , respectively, being the MSSM
candidate for the scalar discovered at the LHC.) In particu-
lar, both the light and the heavy Higgs interpretation of the
125 GeV scalar state achieved in the limit of alignment with-
out decoupling are viable.
The MSSM scenario of alignment without decoupling in
the Higgs sector — in both its incarnations with a SM-like
light or heavy Higgs boson — is an exciting possibility for the
LHC, as the remaining Higgs states are expected to be light
and within discovery reach in the near future. In the MSSM,
this limit can only occur through an accidental cancellation
of tree-level and higher-order contributions to the CP-even
Higgs mass matrix squared. In turn, this only happens for
a large Higgsino mass parameter, µ, and (in some cases) a
large trilinear coupling for the scalar top (stop) quark, At.1
More precisely, in order for alignment without decoupling to
occur at reasonably low tanβ values that are experimentally
allowed one needs µ/MS & O(2− 3) [20], where the SUSY
mass scale MS is defined as the geometric mean of the two
stop masses, MS ≡ √mt˜1mt˜2 .
In this work we explore the dark matter (DM) phenomenol-
ogy of the alignment without decoupling scenario of the
MSSM Higgs sector, and we consider the lightest neutralino,
χ˜01, as the DM candidate. In the MSSM the lightest neutralino
is a linear combination of the fermionic superpartners of the
1 The approximate one-loop contributions relevant for the MSSM alignment
without decoupling scenario have been discussed in Refs. [17, 18]. Leading
two-loop corrections have been briefly addressed in Ref. [20] and will be
assessed in more detail in an upcoming publication [36].
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2U(1)Y and neutral SU(2)L gauge bosons — the bino, B˜, and
wino, W˜ , respectively — and the two neutral Higgs superpart-
ners, the so-called Higgsinos, h˜1,2. However, in the limit of
alignment without decoupling, the Higgsino components are
very small because µ needs to be large2.
Several possibilities exist within the MSSM for the light-
est neutralino to be a viable thermal relic with an abundance
matching the inferred DM abundance from cosmological ob-
servations [38], including e.g. coannihilation with sfermions,
or a well-tempered mixture of its wino and bino components
(see e.g. Ref. [39]). These mechanisms are generally also
possible in the alignment without decoupling scenario. Here,
however, we focus on the possibility that supersymmetric dark
matter is light, i.e. with mass well below 100 GeV, and is re-
alized via mechanisms that can only arise in the limit of align-
ment without decoupling. Indeed, we show that in the case
of a SM-like heavy CP-even Higgs boson, a window for very
light (even sub-GeV) supersymmetric dark matter is possible.
There are various reasons that motivate exploring this possi-
bility. One is the current interest on light dark matter searches
with direct detection experiments (see e.g. Ref. [40]); another
is that a rather interesting collider phenomenology may arise
due to the interplay of a new light stable neutral particle and
light non-SM Higgs bosons. Finally, a light Higgs boson that
mediates DM annihilation pushes the boundaries of how light
the cold thermal neutralino relic can be. Traditionally, the
lower neutralino mass limit is associated with Lee-Weinberg
type limits [41] at around (5 − 10) GeV because of the lack
of a light mediator in the MSSM (see e.g. Ref. [42]).
In the remainder of this work we will focus on the case
where the heavier of the two CP-even Higgs bosons imper-
sonates the SM-like Higgs particle observed at the LHC. This
rather unusual setup can be achieved only in a parameter re-
gion subject to various experimental constraints [20]. We re-
visit here the constraints arising from Higgs boson searches at
LEP and LHC, and comment on other constraints from radia-
tive Upsilon decays which are relevant at very low masses of
the light CP-even Higgs boson. Furthermore, and going be-
yond the discussion in Ref. [20], we demonstrate numerically
that the decay H → hh vanishes in the limit of alignment
without decoupling, while the decayA→ Zh is unsuppressed
and provides an interesting new collider signature.
We then select four benchmark points that are compatible
with all collider constraints in order to illustrate that the light-
est neutralino can yield the correct thermal relic density either
via resonant s-channel light Higgs or pseudo-scalar Higgs ex-
change, for neutralino masses around half the Higgs mass, or
via annihilation to a final state consisting of a pair of light
Higgs, for comparable neutralino and light Higgs masses.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II de-
scribes our choice for the MSSM parameters that give rise
to the limit of alignment without decoupling with the heavy
CP-even Higgs boson as the observed SM-like Higgs state
at 125 GeV. We give details on the Higgs phenomenology
2 Barring the possibility of extremely large lightest neutralino masses [37].
Parameter Value
MH± 155 GeV
MQ˜1,2 ,Mu˜1,2 ,Md˜1,2 2 TeV
MQ˜3 ,Mu˜3 ,Md˜3 1 TeV
ML˜1,2 ,ME˜1,2 250 GeV
ML˜3 ,ME˜3 500 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ −100 GeV
M1 63 GeV
M2 300 GeV
M3 2 TeV
TABLE I. Choice of the relevant SUSY parameters for the (µ, tanβ)
plane shown in Fig. 1 which represents the heavy Higgs interpreta-
tion. All parameters are defined in the on-shell (OS) renormalization
scheme. See text for the parameter definitions.
and experimental constraints in this scenario, and select four
illustrative benchmark points. Section III focuses on the phe-
nomenology of the lightest neutralino as a thermal relic dark
matter candidate, illustrates the mechanisms for efficient dark
matter annihilation, and discusses the implications for direct
and indirect dark matter searches. We present a final discus-
sion of our results and our conclusions in Section IV.
II. HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY AND BENCHMARKS
In this section we discuss the parameter choices that lead
to the limit of alignment without decoupling with the heavy
CP-even Higgs boson playing the role of the 125 GeV scalar
particle observed at the LHC, and the associated phenomenol-
ogy of the Higgs sector. At the end of this section we select
four representative benchmark points that will be employed in
Section III to illustrate the dark matter phenomenology of this
scenario.
Fig. 1 illustrates a typical region in the (µ,tanβ) parameter
plane where the heavy Higgs interpretation can be success-
fully realized (inspired by the benchmark scenarios presented
in Ref. [20]).3 Our choice for the remaining SUSY parame-
ters relevant for this scenario is given in Tab. I (notice that all
parameters are defined in the on-shell (OS) renormalization
scheme). At, Ab and Aτ are the soft-breaking trilinear scalar
couplings for the top, bottom and tau sector, MQ˜i , [Mu˜i and
Md˜i ] (i = 1, 2, 3) are the soft-breaking mass parameters for
the left-handed [right-handed] ith generation [up- and down-
type] scalar quarks (squarks), and M1, M2 and M3 are the
3 The heavy Higgs interpretation can only appear at very large µ values in the
MSSM, which exacerbates the “little hierarchy problem” [43], i.e. the fine-
tuning of the squared soft-breaking Higgs mass parameters M2Hu , M
2
Hd
against µ2 to achieve a number∼M2Z . Nevertheless, if such a fine-tuning
in the electroweak sector is accepted, these scenarios are theoretical fully
consistent and viable.
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FIG. 1. Representative (µ, tanβ) parameter region for the heavy Higgs interpretation of the LHC Higgs signal. The parameters are chosen
according to Tab. I. The green region indicates good agreement with the Higgs signal rates (see text), the orange region is excluded (at
95% C.L.) by LHC H/A → τ+τ− searches and the gray area shows an unphysical region with negative Higgs mass. The white stars locate
the selected benchmark points, see Tab. II. Left: contours give the neutral Higgs boson masses; Right: contours indicate the Higgs-to-Higgs
branching fraction BR(H → hh).
soft-breaking bino, wino and gluino mass parameters, respec-
tively. Notice that the parameter M1, which has a very minor
impact on the Higgs sector, will be varied later in Section III
to study the dark matter phenomenology of each benchmark
model.4
The mass parameters for the first and second generation
squarks and the gluino are set to 2 TeV to evade the cur-
rent limits from the LHC. For simplicity, we choose for the
left-handed [right-handed] soft-breaking slepton mass param-
eters of the first/second generation, ML˜1,2 [ME˜1,2 ], and third
generation, ML˜3 [ME˜3 ], values of 250 GeV and 500 GeV,
respectively, however the exact values are secondary for the
phenomenology discussed here.5 We set the top quark pole
mass to mt = 173.2 GeV [47].
We employ FeynHiggs-2.12.0 [48–53] to evalu-
ate the SUSY and Higgs mass spectrum as well as the
Higgs production cross sections and decay rates. We
test limits from Higgs searches at LEP and LHC using
HiggsBounds-4.3.1 [54–58]. In particular, we ob-
tain the limits from the CMS H/A → τ+τ− search at
7/8 TeV [59, 60] using the likelihood implementation de-
scribed in Ref. [58].6 The parameter region excluded at
4 In principle, if M1 (and thus the lightest neutralino mass) is small enough,
the decay mode H → χ˜01χ˜01 becomes kinematically accessible and can
alter the Higgs phenomenology considerably. However, in our scenario the
Higgsino mass parameter µ is very large and hence the Hχ˜01χ˜
0
1 coupling
is very small. Therefore, the decay rate for H → χ˜01χ˜01 is negligible here.
5 A light stau can significantly enhance the Higgs decay width to diphotons,
Γ(H → γγ) (see e.g. Refs. [44–46]). Indeed, lowering the stau mass
in our benchmark scenarios would slightly improve agreement with the
Higgs data. Additionally, a light smuon would produce a SUSY contri-
bution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon that would bring
closer agreement with experimental data [20].
6 For low MA values (as discussed here) the H/A → τ+τ− search re-
95% C.L. from this search is shown in orange in Fig. 1.
We use HiggsSignals-1.4.0 [62, 63] to evaluate the
χ2 compatibility with the measured Higgs signal rates from
the 7/8 TeV run, using the included 85 measurements. The
parameter regions that are roughly in agreement with these
measurements are loosely defined by χ2/Nobs ≤ 1, with the
number of observables Nobs = 85. Such regions are shown
in green in Fig. 1. The region of alignment without decou-
pling corresponds to tanβ values around 7.2 (depending on
µ), where the heavy Higgs boson H becomes SM-like and
good agreement with the Higgs data is achieved.
The contour lines in Fig. 1 (left) indicate the masses of the
neutral Higgs bosons h, H and A. The heavy CP-even Higgs
mass is compatible with the observed Higgs mass∼ 125 GeV
over most of the parameter region (taking into account a the-
oretical uncertainty ∆MH ∼ O(2 − 3) GeV). In addition,
the pseudoscalar Higgs mass, MA, is also in the vicinity of
this value, leading to a non-trivial overlap of H and A signals
in the experimental analyses of the Higgs signal at the LHC.
WhileA does not couple to gauge bosons at tree-level, leaving
the rates of the well-measured Higgs channels with γγ, ZZ∗
and WW ∗ final states essentially unaffected, its couplings to
down-type fermions are enhanced at large tanβ. Therefore,
in these scenarios the rates for the Higgs channels with bb¯ and
τ+τ− final states are typically predicted to be slightly larger
than for a purely SM-like Higgs boson.7
sults from the combined 7 and 8 TeV run are still more sensitive than the
preliminary 13 TeV results [61].
7 The Higgs channels with bb¯ and τ+τ− final states have a relatively poor
mass resolution, such that the two Higgs bosons H and A would not be
seen separately. Note also, that these searches often require Higgs produc-
tion in association with aW orZ boson, or instead in the process of vector-
boson fusion (VBF). These production processes require a Higgs coupling
to vector bosons and hence the A would not signify in these searches.
4In the parameter space of Fig. 1 the light Higgs boson h
attains mass values between 0 GeV and ∼ 80 GeV. At low
Mh . 60 GeV the decay H → hh becomes kinematically
accessible. The corresponding decay width is generally rather
large, leading to a substantial branching ratio BR(H → hh) in
most of the parameter region with Mh < 60 GeV, as shown
in Fig. 1 (right). However, a notable exception is the align-
ment without decoupling region, where the decay H → hh
is highly suppressed. Therefore, in this region the signal rates
for the heavy CP-even Higgs boson H remain SM-like even
for very low Mh.
Another interesting decay mode appearing at low Mh is the
pseudoscalar Higgs decay A → Zh. In contrast to H → hh,
this decay mode is unsuppressed in the limit of alignment
without decoupling. Moreover, if sizable, the A→ Zh decay
mode suppresses the branching ratios for the decays A → bb¯
andA→ τ+τ−, thus leading to a more SM-like signal expec-
tation for experimental analyses of the 125 GeV Higgs boson
in these final states.
Higgs searches at LEP have targeted the light Higgs mass
range [64]. The main Higgs production channel at LEP is the
so-called Higgs-Strahlung process, e+e− → Zh, whose cross
section depends quadratically on the Higgs-vector boson cou-
pling, ghZZ ∝ sin(β−α), where the angle β−α diagonalizes
the CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix in the Higgs basis
(see e.g. Ref. [18] for details). In the limit of alignment with-
out decoupling where the heavy CP-even Higgs boson is SM-
like, we have sin(β − α)  1, and thus h production in the
Higgs-Strahlungsprocess is highly suppressed. Therefore, the
most relevant LEP Higgs searches are those for e+e− → Ah,
with subsequent decays of the Higgs bosons A and h to bb¯ or
τ+τ− pairs. With A masses around 120 to 130 GeV and h
masses . 80 GeV, these processes are kinematically accessi-
ble at LEP with center-of-mass energies
√
s up to 209 GeV.
However, the decay A→ Zh becomes sizable at low Mh val-
ues and suppresses the expected rate of the above channels.
Overall, we find that the limits from these search channels are
not strong enough to yield a 95% C.L. exclusion in the pa-
rameter region shown in Fig. 1.
For very small h masses, Mh < MΥ(1S) ' 9.46 GeV, ra-
diative Upsilon decays to the light Higgs boson, Υ(1S) →
hγ, become important [65]. The Babar experiment at SLAC
searched for this process, with h successively decaying to
µ+µ− [66] and τ+τ− [67], and essentially excluded light
Higgs masses Mh below around 9 GeV, since the h coupling
to down-type fermions is tanβ enhanced in our scenario.
However, it is noteworthy that small mass gaps exist, where
such light Higgs bosons cannot be ruled out. For instance,
Higgs masses in the vicinity of the scalar meson f0(975) res-
onance cannot be excluded, as the resonant enhancement of
the decay h → pipi suppresses the experimentally observable
decay h → µ+µ− [68–70] (see also Refs. [71–73] for an
overview of constraints on very light Higgs bosons). We shall
exploit this caveat below to exemplify a successful realization
of a sub-GeV DM candidate in the MSSM.
Current LHC limits from searches for a charged Higgs bo-
son in top quark decays, t → H+b, with successive charged
Higgs decay H+ → τ+ντ , only reach up to MH± ≤
150 GeV [74, 75]. At larger MH± the branching ratio
BR(t → H+b) decreases due to phase space. For the pa-
rameter plane shown in Fig. 1 we set the charged Higgs mass
to MH± = 155 GeV, see Tab. I, such that current charged
Higgs limits are evaded. As pointed out in Ref. [20], at small
light Higgs masses, Mh . 70 GeV, the decay H± → W±h
becomes sizable and offers a promising search signature that
is complementary to the existing searches for H+ → τ+ντ .
For the ensuing discussion of the DM phenomenology we
select four benchmark points (BP) in the parameter plane of
Fig. 1 (indicated as stars in the figure). Instead of retaining
the bino mass parameter M1 at a fixed value (as e.g. given in
Tab. I) we will vary M1 to scan over the lightest neutralino
mass, mχ˜01 , for each benchmark point.
We list the details of our selected benchmark points in
Tab. II, including the chosen µ and tanβ values, the neutral
Higgs boson masses, and the branching ratios for the decays
H → hh, A→ Zh, H+ → τ+ντ andH+ →W+h. We also
give the ratio of χ2 over the number of observables, Nobs, as
obtained from HiggsSignals from the fit to the Higgs sig-
nal rates, to indicate that these benchmark points are compat-
ible with the LHC observations of the 125 GeV Higgs state.
The parameter values of BP1 and BP2 only differ in the
choice of tanβ, which is used to adjust the mass of the
light CP-even Higgs boson to values of Mh ' 975 MeV
and 9.8 GeV, respectively.8 As mentioned above, the light
Higgs mass value of BP1 is allowed due to its proximity to
the f0(975) scalar meson resonance. The pseudoscalar Higgs
mass, MA ' 119.5 GeV, is lower than the heavy CP-even
Higgs mass, MH ' 124.0 GeV. Both benchmark points have
sizable branching fractions for the decays H+ → W+h and
A → Zh, while BR(H → hh) is . 1%. BP3 features an
intermediate light Higgs mass value of Mh ' 60.2 GeV.
The masses of the pseudoscalar and heavy CP-even Higgs
boson are comparable with MA ' 125.2 GeV and MH '
123.5 GeV. The branching ratios for the decay H → hh
and the (off-shell) decay A → Zh are 4.9% and 3.6%, re-
spectively. In comparison with the benchmark points BP1 and
BP2, this scenario yields a slightly worse fit to the Higgs data,
due to the larger contribution of A to the predicted Higgs sig-
nal at ∼ 125 GeV in the τ+τ− channel. Nevertheless, the χ2
is still acceptable. The last benchmark point, BP4, has a larger
light Higgs mass of Mh ' 75.5 GeV, and thus the decay
H → hh is kinematically closed. The pseudoscalar and the
heavy Higgs boson masses are 127.8 GeV and 122.8 GeV,
respectively. The charged Higgs predominantly decays via
H+ → τ+ντ .
8 It should be noted that the theoretical uncertainty of the light Higgs mass is
comparable (or even larger) that the predicted value in BP1. Therefore, the
exact value of tanβ needed for the selected light Higgs mass is unknown.
For the sake of reproducibility of our numerical results, the precise value
chosen here for BP1 is tanβ = 7.424376.
5BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4
µ [GeV] 8100 8100 7450 7050
tanβ ∼ 7.42 7.43 7.12 6.9
Mh [GeV] ∼ 0.975 9.8 60.2 75.5
MH [GeV] 123.9 124.0 123.5 122.8
MA [GeV] 119.5 119.6 125.2 127.8
BR(H → hh) 0.7% 0.5% 4.9% -
BR(A→ Zh) 41.2% 36.6% 3.6% 0.6%
BR(H+ → τ+ντ ) 4.0% 4.1% 16.5% 75.3%
BR(H+ →W+h) 96.0% 95.9% 83.3% 23.6%
χ2HS/Nobs 76.4/85 77.4/85 82.0/85 79.8/85
TABLE II. The four selected benchmark points (BP1-4): values for the input parameters µ and tanβ, the neutral Higgs boson mass spectrum,
selected Higgs boson decay rates, and the HiggsSignals chi-squared value, χ2HS, from the Higgs signal rates over the number of signal
rate observables, Nobs. Parameter values not listed are specified in Tab. I. For all models M1 is a free parameter that we vary between 0 and
∼ 70 GeV in what follows.
III. DARKMATTER PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section we explore the light dark matter phe-
nomenology associated with the benchmark points specified
above. We vary the single free MSSM parameter of rele-
vance to define the properties of the lightest neutralino as a
dark matter candidate, the soft-supersymmetry breaking bino
mass, M1. Because the wino and Higgsino mass parameters,
M2 and µ, respectively, are chosen to be much larger (see
Tabs. I and II), this is in practice equivalent, up to small cor-
rections, to varying the lightest neutralino mass, mχ˜01 . All
quantities related to dark matter have been calculated using
the most recent available version (4.3) of the micrOMEGAs
code [83–85]. We fix the target neutralino thermal relic abun-
dance using the Planck results [38] on the cold dark matter
abundance, as inferred from combined cosmological observa-
tions,
ΩDMh
2 = 0.1184± 0.0012. (1)
As far as indirect dark matter detection is concerned, we
calculate the thermally averaged pair-annihilation cross sec-
tion times relative velocity at zero temperature, 〈σv〉0, as a
function of the dark matter particle mass, and we consider
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) limits on ionization
from particles injected through dark matter pair-annihilation
in the “dark ages” [76]. Using the results of Ref. [38],
Ref. [76] finds the limit
feff
〈σv〉0
mχ˜01
< 4.1× 10−28 cm3s−1GeV−1,
where for the final states relevant in the MSSM the effective
“efficiency factor” is here feff ' 0.2. We also consider lim-
its from the non-observation of gamma radiation from local
dwarf spheroidal galaxies with the Fermi Large Area
Telescope (LAT) [77], assuming a b¯b or τ+τ− pair-
annihilation final state.
Fig. 2 presents our key findings on the dark matter phe-
nomenology. We show three dark matter-related quantities as
a function of the lightest neutralino mass, mχ˜01 , for the four
benchmark points detailed upon in Table II (the color coding
is indicated at the top of the figure). We select three relevant
intervals in the lightest neutralino mass to illustrate the salient
features. Stars along the slopes for each benchmark scenario
indicate neutralino mass values with the correct thermal relic
dark matter abundance, Eq. (1). The white (dark) stars corre-
spond to points which are allowed (excluded) by indirect and
(or) direct DM searches.
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the thermal relic neutralino
density, Ωh2, assuming a standard cosmological history. The
horizontal line shows the Planck determination for the cold
dark matter abundance, Eq. (1), and its 2σ (barely visible)
range. All four benchmark models exhibit a similar pattern in
their thermal relic density, which is easily understood:
1. A first dramatic dip in Ωh2, driven by resonant annihi-
lation mediated by the light CP-even Higgs boson h, at
mχ˜01 'Mh/2;
2. A second drop in Ωh2, corresponding to the hh annihi-
lation final state becoming kinematically accessible, at
mχ˜01 &Mh;
3. A fourth and final drop in Ωh2 associated with resonant
pair-annihilation through the pseudoscalar Higgs A.
For BP1, BP2 and BP3, the first dip in Ωh2, corresponding to
resonant s-channel annihilation via the light CP-even Higgs
boson h, gives rise to two values of mχ˜01 , slightly above and
below the resonance atMh/2, where the observed Ωh2 is pro-
duced. In BP3 these two values are essentially degenerate.
Notice that in themχ˜01 .Mh/2 case, since the center-of-mass
energy squared at a finite temperature T is approximately
s ' 4m2χ˜01 + 6mχ˜01T, (2)
the h exchange is on-shell for a mass splitting between the
lightest neutralino and half the h mass of order the freeze-
out temperature, which, in turn, is of the order of Tf.o. '
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FIG. 2. Dark matter phenomenology for the four benchmark points, as a function of the lightest neutralino mass, mχ˜01 . The white [gray] stars
indicate values of mχ˜01 producing a thermal neutralino relic density that matches the observed cosmological dark matter density, and that are
allowed [excluded] by direct and [or] indirect detection constraints. Top panel: Dark matter thermal relic density, Ωh2, with the narrow blue
line indicating the observed value (including its 2σ uncertainties in the line width), as determined by the Planck collaboration [38]; Center
panel: Thermal average of the annihilation cross section times the relative velocity at zero temperature, 〈σv〉0, along with constraints from
CMB (dot-dashed) [76] and Fermi-LAT observations of local dwarf spheroidal galaxies assuming pure bb¯ (solid) or τ+τ− (dashed) final
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mχ˜01/(20 − 25). Conversely, when mχ˜01 & Mh/2 the fi-
nite neutralino kinetic energy brings it more off-shell at fi-
nite temperature, hence the sudden drop in the effective pair-
annihilation cross section past the natural width of the ex-
changed scalar. This explains the asymmetric shape of the
resonance in Fig. 2.
The second drop mentioned above effectively brings the
thermal relic density to low-enough values only for BP1 and
BP2, while the third drop, associated with the s-channel ex-
change of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A is enough for all
benchmark points to hit a low-enough thermal relic density.
Notice that the slight difference of BP1 and BP2 for the
relic density and indirect detection cross section seen at larger
neutralino masses, mχ˜01 ∼ (60−66) GeV, is due to the open-
ing of the annihilation channel χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → Ah, which appears at
different mass values due to the different light Higgs mass.
The general features of the thermally averaged cross sec-
tion times velocity 〈σv〉0 are understood along similar lines to
7what we described above, except for one important caveat: at
low temperature, since two Majorana fermions in an s-wave
are in a CP-odd state, the pair-annihilation cross section from
CP-even Higgs boson exchange is heavily suppressed. This
explains why the resonance associated with the CP-odd scalar
in the central right panel of Fig. 2 is several orders of magni-
tude larger than those associated with the CP-even scalar. As
a result, current indirect detection constraints, which would
otherwise jeopardize low-mass dark matter models [76], fail
at ruling out the points with very light dark matter masses as-
sociated with BP1 and BP2, with only one exception: in the
mχ˜01 & Mh/2 case for BP1 the pair-annihilation cross sec-
tion, while p-wave suppressed, is still large enough to violate
the limit from CMB distortions, and it occurs for almost ex-
actly on-shell h exchange. In all other cases (apart from those
close to the A resonance), the neutralino masses correspond-
ing to the right thermal relic density yield 〈σv〉0 values well
below current constraints from either CMB or from gamma-
ray observations, below or at most around 10−29 cm3s−1.
For reference, we list in Tab. III all lightest neutralino mass
values, for each benchmark scenario, which give the right
thermal relic dark matter density. The third column gives the
dominant pair-annihilation final state at zero temperature, and
the last column summarizes whether or not the given mass
value is allowed by other constraints (and specifying which
constraint rules it out, if that is the case). The table illustrates
that for masses between 4 and 30 GeV the dominant annihi-
lation final state is τ+τ−. The corresponding constraints on
the pair-annihilation cross section into τ+τ− final states from
Fermi-LAT observations of local dwarf spheroidal galaxies
are shown in Fig. 2 as a dashed line in the middle panel.
Around the pseudoscalar Higgs resonance indirect detec-
tion constraints are not velocity-suppressed, and in fact they
rule out, in all cases, points on the mχ˜01 & MA/2 side of the
resonance. Due to the same finite-temperature effects men-
tioned above, the neutralino mass on the mχ˜01 & MA/2 side
yielding the correct thermal relic density is much closer to on-
shell at zero temperature than the one on the mχ˜01 . MA/2
side, yielding a much larger 〈σv〉0 that is firmly excluded both
by CMB and gamma-ray constraints for all four benchmarks.
The bottom panels show our results for direct dark mat-
ter searches. We show with a black curve the most recent
(July 2016) limits from the LUX Collaboration [86], while the
dashed curves indicate the projected sensitivity of the future
LZ experiment [80]. In the low-mass region, we show the
2015 results from the CRESST-II Collaboration [78] and
from CDMSLite [79]. We also indicate the future sensitivity
of the CRESST-III Phase 2 detector and of the dedicated
low-mass dark matter direct search experiments NEWS [81]
and SuperCDMS [82]. We also include the coherent neutrino
background scattering limit [40].
The striking scaling of the direct detection cross section for
the four benchmark models under consideration, shown in the
three lower panels, is straightforward to understand: The scat-
tering is dominated by t-channel exchange of the light Higgs
boson h, and thus the cross section scales as M−4h . As a re-
sult, for instance, points with the correct relic density at large
neutralino masses for the benchmark scenarios BP1 and BP2
are ruled out by the recent LUX results. Only at very low
neutralino masses, mχ˜01 . 5 GeV, current direct detection
experiments are unable to exclude the viable points for BP1
and BP2. For BP3 we find the candidate point(s) at the light
Higgs resonance, mχ˜01 . Mh/2 ' 30 GeV, to be right at the
edge of the LUX observed limit, while the points around the
A resonance are excluded.
Rather interestingly, comparing the predicted spin-
independent scattering cross section for BP1 and BP2 with the
planned sensitivity of, for instance, the NEWS detector with a
He target [81] or the CRESST-III detector [78] we find that
in all cases future experiments will probe light (i.e. sub-GeV
to 5 GeV) supersymmetric dark matter in the present context.
In summary, we find that
• In the only unexcluded window at very light Higgs
masses, Mh ' 1 GeV, (cf. BP1) generically three
possible sub-GeV neutralino masses produce the right
thermal relic density; the mass choice corresponding
to mχ˜01 ' Mh/2 is excluded by limits from CMB
distortions, while the other two viable mass values at
mχ˜01 ' 0.4 GeV and mχ˜01 ' 0.8 GeV escape all cur-
rent dark matter searches. Future direct detection exper-
iments will however test this very low mass scenarios;
• For Higgs masses just above the Υ(1S) mass threshold
(cf. BP2) four to five values of the lightest neutralino
mass are compatible with the thermal relic dark mat-
ter density requirement; however, masses at and above
mχ˜01 ' Mh are robustly excluded by direct dark mat-
ter searches, leaving only a relatively narrow window
of possible dark matter particle masses in the range be-
tween mχ˜01 . MΥ(1S)/2 and about 7 GeV. Again, we
predict that all of these neutralino mass choices can be
tested with future direct detection experiments;
• For intermediate light Higgs masses, Mh, between
around 55 GeV and 65 GeV (cf. BP3) the two possi-
ble neutralino masses correspond to mχ˜01 'Mh/2, and
yield direct detection rates very close to current LUX
limits;
• Finally, for Mh & 60 GeV we find that the only pos-
sibility is resonant annihilation via quasi-on-shell pseu-
doscalar Higgs boson exchange with mχ˜01 . MA/2,
while the mχ˜01 & MA/2 side of the resonance is ruled
out by indirect detection constraints.
It is remarkable that the light dark matter scenarios we study
here will all be testable with future direct dark matter searches
with an improvement of less than an order of magnitude com-
pared to current constraints for mχ˜01 & 5 GeV, and with the
next generation low-dark matter mass experiments for lighter
masses. Indirect detection constraints can also test the heavier
neutralino scenarios, mχ˜01 & 50 GeV, with an improvement
of around two orders of magnitude over current limits.
8Benchmark scenario mχ˜01 [GeV] dominant pair annihilation final states allowed? (relevant constraint)
BP1 0.40 gg (55.6%) ss¯ (20.9%) dd¯ (20.9%) yes
BP1 0.49 gg (66.6%) ss¯ (16.7%) dd¯ (16.7%) no (CMB)
BP1 0.79 gg (74.4%) ss¯ (8.1%) dd¯ (8.1%) yes
BP2 4.4 ττ (98.5%) cc¯ (1.1%) yes
BP2 4.9 ττ (53.1%) bb¯ (41.4%) gg (5.3%) yes
BP1 11.4 ττ (71.0%) hh (18.4%) bb¯ (10.6%) no (DD)
BP2 10.3 ττ (66.5%) hh (20.8%) bb¯ (12.6%) no (DD)
BP3 29.6 ττ (92.1%) bb¯ (7.8%) yes
BP1 56.8 bb¯ (67.7%) Zh (26.9%) ττ (5.2%) no (DD)
BP2 56.8 bb¯ (72.9%) Zh (21.2%) ττ (5.6%) no (DD)
BP3 59.4 bb¯ (95.5%) ττ (3.5%) no (DD)
BP1 59.9 bb¯ (48.5%) Zh (36.9%) ττ (14.4%) no (DD, ID, CMB)
BP2 59.9 bb¯ (51.9%) Zh (32.7%) ττ (15.2%) no (DD, ID, CMB)
BP4 60.6 bb¯ (97.7%) ττ (1.7%) yes
BP3 62.7 bb¯ (78.4%) ττ (20.3%) no (DD, ID, CMB)
BP4 64.0 bb¯ (79.8%) ττ (19.6%) no (ID, CMB)
TABLE III. Summary of all 16 benchmark points yielding the correct DM relic abundance, ordered by increasing light neutralino mass, mχ˜01 .
For each point we give the dominant pair annihilation final states at zero temperature and their relative size (in %). In order to summarize the
findings in Fig. 2 we also indicate whether the benchmark points are allowed by the CMB, DM indirect detection (ID) and DM direct detection
(DD) constraints, and if excluded, indicate the relevant constraint(s).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have addressed the possibility of light neu-
tralino dark matter in the CP-conserving MSSM, focusing
on scenarios where the observed 125 GeV Higgs state is the
heavier of the two CP-even MSSM Higgs bosons. This inter-
pretation can be successfully realized in the limit of alignment
without decoupling. In this context, since the µ parameter
needs to be in the multi-TeV range, the lightest neutralino is
gaugino-like, and, if light enough for sfermion coannihilation
to be irrelevant, and for its wino content to be small, it must
pair-annihilate through Higgs boson exchange to avoid over-
closing the Universe with thermal relics.
Requiring a thermal relic neutralino density matching the
observed cold dark matter density in the Universe, and tak-
ing into account all current constraints on direct and indirect
dark matter searches, few selected possibilities exist for light
neutralino dark matter pair-annihilating via a light CP-even
Higgs portal:
1. A very light Higgs and dark matter mass scenario, with
the Higgs mass in a special mass range around 1 GeV
which is not ruled out by meson decay constraints, and
with a lightest neutralino mass in the vicinity of either
0.4 GeV or 0.8 GeV (cf. BP1);
2. A light to intermediate Higgs and dark matter scenario,
with the Higgs mass, Mh, ranging from just above the
Υ(1S) mass threshold, MΥ ∼ 9.5 GeV, to around
60 GeV, and a neutralino mass mχ˜01 ' Mh/2 (cf. BP2
and BP3);
3. A “heavy” dark matter scenario, with MA around or
slightly larger than the heavier CP-even Higgs MH '
125 GeV, and mχ˜01 'MA/2 (cf. BP4).
In all four cases the expected direct detection rates are large
enough to be within one order of magnitude of current lim-
its, with the exception of the very light Higgs boson and dark
matter mass scenario. For the latter, however, the predicted
large direct detection cross sections are well within the ex-
perimental capabilities of planned, dedicated low mass dark
matter search experiments such as SuperCDMS, NEWS and
CRESST-III.
Besides the promising prospects for dark matter direct de-
tection experiments, the scenario under consideration here
features a rich and interesting Higgs boson phenomenology
that warrants a dedicated search program at the LHC. If a light
CP-even Higgs boson with mass . 60 GeV exists, the novel
Higgs decay signatures H+ → W+h and A → Zh appear,
typically with rather sizable branching fractions. In particular,
in contrast to the decay mode H → hh, these decays are un-
suppressed in the limit of alignment without decoupling, and
thus offer a promising experimental avenue that complements
the direct dark matter searches and Higgs rate measurements.
In conclusion, current experimental data on the Higgs sec-
tor allow for the possibility that the 125 GeV Higgs state is
the heavier of the two CP-even Higgs bosons of the CP-
conserving MSSM. If this is the case, we showed here that
light supersymmetric dark matter pair-annihilating via quasi-
on-shell s-channel exchange of the lighter CP-even Higgs
boson is a generic possibility. The scenario is rather tightly
constrained by both indirect and direct searches for dark mat-
ter, but several open windows exist, with possible neutralino
9masses ranging from a fraction of a GeV all the way up to
around 65 GeV.
We have explored in detail all possible combinations of
lightest neutralino and light Higgs masses compatible with
thermal relic dark matter requirements and with current con-
straints from indirect and direct dark matter searches. Our re-
sults indicate that this light Higgs–light neutralino scenario is
both phenomenologically viable at present and experimentally
testable in the near future, especially by forthcoming direct
dark matter search experiments. Moreover, by demonstrating
several successful light dark matter realizations of this sce-
nario our study corroborates the necessity of specifically tar-
geting this possible realization of the MSSM with dedicated
searches at the LHC.
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